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The Crucible

The Crucible, by Arthur Miller, is a play filled with symbolism and set during the Salem

Witch trials. The Crucible tells the story of a town torn apart by the threat of witchcraft, but

witchcraft serves as a metaphor for any social issue; Miller uses it to show the ways people can

easily divide when their ideas are threatened. Themes of judgment, guilt, and betrayal are woven

through a town run by religious puritans who believe that a woman is guilty of being a witch

when Abigail and her friends accuse her. The truth is more complex as Abigail has an affair with

the accused woman's husband and did witchcraft so that he would leave her for him. Abigail is

caught but lies, shifting the guilt to someone else. Sources will point out that the symbolic witch

hunt and the hysteria it incites grows until innocent people are killed, and ideas of good and evil

are tested. The Crucible shows how easily public opinion can be swayed, and people can get

carried away by fear.

When Arthur Miller wrote the Crucible in 1953, the United States was experiencing a

phenomenon similar to the witchhunt Miller uses as a metaphor in The Crucible. An excerpt of

the show was published in a 1992 issue of Litigation with the parallels of the Salem Witch Trial

pointed out by editor Jean Maclean. “The Crucible was first produced in 1953 when Sen. Joseph

McCarthy was capitalizing on national hysteria to investigate and punish communists who had

allegedly infiltrated U.S society.” (Maclean 72) In 1953 the metaphorical witch hunt accused

public figures such as authors, filmmakers, actors, and politicians of being communists. Being

accused of communism meant that people were going against the traditional beliefs of the rest of
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society. People often accuse others to deflect the attention off themselves in the same way that

Abigail initially accuses Tituba, and then others deflect her guilt. Miller parallels this betrayal by

showing how easily people can turn against one another and suspect others of being guilty of

something even if they are, in fact, innocent. The power of suggestion causes Tituba to turn on

others, and the seeds of suspicion spread like wildfire. The people accused of being witches in

The Crucible are not practicing witchcraft, but the girls present skewed facts collected as fake

evidence that people who are not witches are.

Abigail and her friends are guilty of dabbling in witchcraft, but fear of punishment leads

them to alter the truth. Fairly quickly, they are convinced the truth they fabricated is reality

because they are caught up in their false and emotionally charged narrative. Abigail claims that

she only practiced witchcraft because Tituba led her to practice it. Tituba, however, has done no

such thing; she says, “Mister Reverend, I do believe someone else is witchin’ these children.”

(Miller 42). When they threaten to hang her, she renounces something she never did and gets led

into accusing others to avoid getting killed. In the journal Caribbean Studies, author Lloyd

Brown writes, “Tituba falls back on the slave's last resort for preservation. She gives the master

what he wants.” (Brown 120). Tituba does not come from a Christian background, so she does

not realize that what, to her, is simply tradition is perceived in the western tradition. When Tituba

does realize that the consequences might be fatal, she does what she needs to do to survive; she

conforms.

While Tituba lied because she was threatened with death, the stakes are not as high for

Abigail, but she continues to accuse others. Abigail renounces her witchcraft openly and admits

her moral failing along with her false accusation. Fear leads her to create a false narrative and
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shift the guilt of herself instead of shifting the judgment to others. "I danced for the devil. I saw

him; I wrote in his book; I go back to Jesus; I kiss his hand." (Miller 45). Abigail is saying that

while she faltered in her faith, she is now doing the right thing, and in accusing other women of

being witches, she is doing God's work.

Another theme that emerges in The Crucible, as the town gets more caught up in the hunt,

is that of power. Abigail realizes she can accuse anyone and will be believed. She cites her

visions as evidence that she has greater knowledge of who is a witch and who is not. “I have

been hurt, Mr. Danforth; I have seen my blood running out. I have been near to murder every day

because I done my duty pointing out the Devil’s people.” (Miller 100). The witches are

sentenced to death because the accusations hold enough power to take their life away. These

accusations bring up yet another theme, betrayal. The publication The Arthur Miller Journal

explains how the transference of hysteria and guilt are passed from person to person, like in the

phenomena of accusing people of being witches. “The person feels more caught up in the chain

of events than those responsible for them.” (Palmer 37). Therefore, everyone feels responsible,

and everyone follows through with their fear that everyone else may be a witch, and they, in turn,

have a duty. People are betrayed by their friends, loved ones, employees, and family members in

ways that have immediate and fatal consequences.

While Abigail is steadfast in her newly constructed beliefs, others are more hesitant to

believe that the accused are witches. When people express doubt, they are more susceptible to

being accused themselves as they are going against public opinion. When Reverend Hale comes

to the Proctor's House late one night in the play's second act, he tells them that Elizabeth, John’s

wife, is accused and Rebecca Nurse. Elizabeth says, “ You’ll never believe, I hope, that Rebecca
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trafficked with the Devil.” (Miller 61) The Reverend is quick to remiss her, however, and tells

her that it is possible, that anything is possible, and anyone can traffic with the devil and that

they must take it seriously. The Reverend then questions the Proctor's faith to determine their

devotion to God, and he easily finds flaws that he can use as evidence against them, such as

missing church services and candlesticks in their house.

No one accused of witchcraft is a witch. The hunt has fatal consequences and shows how

easily people can turn against one another. The betrayal that Miller portrays is hysterical,

contagious, and dangerous. People accuse others to save themselves, while people who question

the authority of the Reverend and Abigail are further ostracized and put themselves in danger for

doing so. In this narrative, honesty and dishonesty are at odds with one another. In the American

Philosophical Society journal, Bryan Williston writes about how moral contagion takes hold.

“The wrongdoer will then view the community's judgment as a kind of moral challenge.”

(Williston 69). People start one-upping each other to win at the morality game, even though they

are sacrificing their morals about whether it is right or wrong to be doing so. No one wants to be

left out. In a metaphorical fight against good and evil, the evil of dishonesty is what wins

because it is the most widespread and has gained the most followers. The only way for people to

live is to lie; some do it while others, such as John Proctor, hold steadfast to the truth and will not

bend and do what is wrong. “I want my life,” (Miller 127) says John Proctor, but he is saying

that he will not confess guilt for something that he has not done,  betray others or pretend to

judge them; instead, he will die with his integrity intact. Many people do confess to save their

own lives; in doing so, many innocent people are harmed.
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